
INSTRUCTIONS

SETTING RIVETS



With this rivet set you can make your leather accessories even more
unique. With our templates you can choose from many different
patterns or implement your own ideas. You will find the templates at
the end of this tutorial.  Take a look at them first and decide which
pattern you want to use. 

INITIAL INFO
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First of: Even if the application of the rivets with our instructions is
easy and well implementable, it sometimes happens that a rivet is
hammered a little crooked into the leather or is dented. Therefore
we recommend you to order about 10% more rivets than you
actually need. In addition, we have included a small piece of
leather so that you can practice attaching them beforehand. 
We definetely recommend practising this first, so you get a good
feeling on how to hammer the rivets. 

Share your results! 
You probably can't exactly imagine how the rivets will look like on the
finished three-dimensional bag with only templates. Therefore, it would
help us tremendously if you share your results with us on Instagram
@bagsandpieces.co or by email to hello@bagsandpieces.co, so that
we can include the pictures in this tutorial. 
That way we can see which patterns resonate best with you and
develop some more templates. Thank you! 



The rivets will be attached to the leather by hand with a striking tool. 

Included in the rivet set are:
1x rivet setting plate 
1x rivet setter 
100x rivets (each consisting of a cap and a shank)  

You also need:  
1x metal hammer 
1x conic shaped awl - alternative: punch pliers 
1x base for the awl, e.g. a cork coaster or a soft piece of wood 

Note: Depending on how far away from the edge of the leather
you want to place the rivets, only an awl will work because the
punch  pliers will not reach the center of the leather.

In addition, we recommend to have a side cutter at hand.

Also, you will need to print out the template true to size (100%) for
positioning the rivets. Get your leather piece ready.  
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MATERIALS NEEDED
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RIVETS OVER OR UNDER
THE LINING?
There is no right or wrong answer here, but both variants have
certain advantages and disadvantages. 

ATTACHING RIVETS OVER THE LINING 
Especially on a pocket flap, this gives a cool effect because the
rivets are visible even when you open it. However, you should keep
in mind that the rivets may not always look perfect from the inside -
the rivets and attaching by hand are not designed for such a
purpose, this can only be done by machine.  
Another disadvantage could be that the rivets, depending on where
they are located, could scratch the contents of your bag. Especially
with a pouch or a pochette, where a cell phone could possibly come
into direct contact with the rivets, you should keep this in mind.  

ATTACHING RIVETS UNDER THE LINING  
This variant would be especially useful if you attach the rivets to
positions where they could scratch the contents of your bags from
the inside (see above). This can be the case with a pochette or
pouch, but also with a bucket bag or a shopper, for example, if you
pack a laptop or a tablet unprotected. In this case, we recommend
attaching the rivets first and then gluing on the lining. Depending on
how large the pattern is and how many rivets you apply, it can be a
bit difficult to glue the lining nice and flat onto the leather (and onto
the rivets). Since the lining is not stretchy, but the rivets require extra
stretch in height, you'll be missing stretch accordingly. We have a tip
for this on page 9. 
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STEP 1: PRINT AND CUT OUT TEMPLATE  
Use one of our templates at the end of the instructions (or create
your own design) and print out the desired page in actual size. It is
important that your print setting is set to 100% so that the template
will fit exactly on the leather piece you are printing. Cut out the
template so that you can place it on the desired leather part.  

PROCEDURE

STEP 2: TRANSFER PATTERN TO LEATHER 
Place the template on the outside of the leather and transfer the
rivet pattern to your leather by pricking each circle in the center with
an awl or other sharp object. You don't have to pierce the leather yet,
just mark the desired positions.  
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STEP 3: PIERCING HOLES
Now poke the holes to attach the rivets. Use the awl or punch pliers
for this. 

Note when using the punch pliers:  
If you want to apply the rivets a little further away from the edge of
the leather, punch pliers will not work, because they do not reach
into the middle of the leather. For a rivet edge along a pocket flap,
for example, you can use punch pliers very well. The perfect setting
for punch pliers is 3.5 mm. 
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Piercing holes with the awl:
Place the leather on a soft surface to protect your tabletop. In
addition, it is also recommended to place a cutting mat under the
surface (for example, the cork plate), since we are about to pierce
quite deeply into the leather. Now pierce the holes with the awl. You
have to pierce the awl so far into the leather that you can put the
rivet caps (the wider radius) through the leather right away. With the
Prym awl from our online store, for example, this is up to the middle
of the metal tip. For this you can also take the leather in your hand to
push the awl far enough through the leather - please take care of
your fingers! Since the leather is only being pushed and not cut out
when the holes are pierced with the awl, the holes will close over
time. It is therefore advised to attach the rivets now directly after
piercing and tap them tight. 
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STEP 4: ATTACHING RIVETS
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Now position your leather part on the rivet setting plate so that the
back of the leather with the cap lies in the round bulge. Our rivets
have a diameter of 7 mm, you need the second smallest bulge. 
On the front side of the leather, use the rivet setter and place it
exactly perpendicular to the rivet. Then hammer everything tight. 

The intensity of the hammering is a matter of practice - we
recommend that you first practice this a few times on a small test
piece. On the next page we put together a few tips for you.  

Now insert the rivets through the pierced holes as follows: 
Put the rivet shank (long part) through the leather from the nice
leather side, put the rivet cap on the rivet shank from the leather
back side. You should hear a small clicking sound. 

STEP 5: HAMMERING RIVETS TIGHT
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FIRST THINGS FIRST: KEEP CALM 
You are afraid to ruin your leather piece or are unsure wether you are
able to attach the rivets properly? Surely we recommend you to
practise this on a scrap piece of leather, but in crafting, things still do
go wrong some times. If that is the case, we're here to help! Simply
send us an email to hello@bagsandpieces.co and we will help you
get the corresponding leather piece replaced if needed. 

THE CORRECT PRESSURE: 
A good method for hammering is to first hammer twice with
moderate pressure and then fix the rivet with a slightly firmer blow or
two more light blows. Be careful not to hit too hard so as not to
damage the leather. In the picture on the right you can see what a
rivet that has been hammered too hard looks like. 

POSITIONING THE RIVETS RIGHT: 
It is also important that the rivets lie perfectly in the setting plate and
that the rivet setter is never held at an angle, but always straight. It is
normal that the rivets from the back of the leather will not always be
perfect. However, the front side should look very uniform and not
dented, and the leather on the front side should not be damaged like
in the picture above.

TIPS FOR HAMMERING RIVETS
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TIPPS ZUM NIETEN HÄMMERN TIPS AND TRICKS
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WHAT IF A RIVET IS HAMMERED  IN CROOKED? 

It's not uncommon for a rivet or two to not turn out perfectly. Don't
try to pull it out of the leather, because you'll stretch or damage the
leather. Instead, use a pair of side cutters and snip the rivet off the
back of the leather under the wide part of the rivet shank. 
Now you can attach a new pair of rivets and try again. You may need
to stretch the leather a bit more with the awl if it has already
tightened.  
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Now we're really getting started! 
The rivets are attached, however now the real work begins. We are
already very excited about your results and would be thrilled if you
share this in between step with us. Feel free to link us on Instagram
@bagsandpieces.co 
And now: Have fun making your leather accessories!

TIP FOR GLUING THE LINING OVER THE RIVET 
If you glue the lining over the rivets and have a large rivet pattern, it
is possible that the lining will appear too small. Since the rivets also
take up stretch, you have to help out a bit here. By heating the lining
and leather, they become more flexible and the glue is activated
again. This way you can better shape the lining around the rivets.  
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© 2022, BAGS & PIECES GmbH
Last Updated: July 7th, 2022

The rights to pictures, drawings, as well as texts are exclusively with BAGS & PIECES GmbH., 
represented by Vivian Edel. The instructions may only be used for private purposes. 
Duplication, copying and passing on of the instructions or parts of these instructions is only 
possible with the written permission of BAGS & PIECES.  
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The Anzahl über den Templates beschreibt den jeweiligen
Nietenbedarf pro Seite. Ggf. musst du verdoppeln + Puffer kalkulieren. 
The number above each template indicates the respective rivet need
per page. Maybe you have to double this and calculate a buffer. 
Le numéro au-dessus de chaque modèle indique le besoin de rivet
respectif par page. Peut-être il faut doubler + calculer le tampon.

TEMPLATE OVERVIEW
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TEMPLATES

THE CASUAL BUCKET
THE CLASSIC BACKPACK



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
Taschenklappe / Bag Flap 
Style 1 - Seite A / Page A



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenklappe / Bag Flap 
Style 1 - Seite B / Page B



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
Taschenklappe / Bag Flap 
Style 2 - Seite A / Page A



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenklappe / Bag Flap 
Style 2 - Seite B / Page B



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
Taschenklappe / Bag Flap 
Style 3 - Seite A / Page A



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenklappe / Bag Flap 
Style 3 - Seite B / Page B



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 1 - Seite A / Page A



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 1 - Seite B / Page B



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 1 - Seite C / Page C



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 1 - Seite D / Page D



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 2 - Seite A / Page A



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 2 - Seite B / Page B



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 2 - Seite C / Page C



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 2 - Seite D / Page D



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 3 - Seite A / Page A



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 3 - Seite B / Page B



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 3 - Seite C / Page C



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 3 - Seite D / Page D



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 4 - Seite A / Page A



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 4 - Seite B / Page B



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 4 - Seite C / Page C



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 4 - Seite D / Page D



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 5 - Seite A / Page A



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 5 - Seite B / Page B



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 5 - Seite C / Page C



The Casual Bucket 
The Classic Backpack
 Taschenkörper / Bag Body 
Style 5 - Seite D / Page D



TEMPLATES

THE POUCH



The Pouch
Style 1 - Seite A / Page A



The Pouch
Style 1 - Seite B / Page B



The Pouch
Style 2 - Seite A / Page A



The Pouch
Style 2 - Seite B / Page B



The Pouch
Style 3 - Seite A / Page A



The Pouch
Style 3 - Seite B / Page B



The Pouch
Style 4 - Seite A / Page A



The Pouch
Style 4 - Seite B / Page B



The Pouch
Style 5 - Seite A / Page A



The Pouch
Style 5 - Seite B / Page B



TEMPLATES

THE POCHETTE
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TEMPLATES

THE MODERN SADDLE 



A2

The Modern Saddle
Style 1 - optional Fringes



A2

The Modern Saddle
Fringe Flap 1 - Page B

The Modern Saddle
Style 1 - optional Fringes



A2

The Modern Saddle
Style 2 - optional Fringes



A2

The Modern Saddle
Fringe Flap 2 - Page B

The Modern Saddle
Style 2 - optional Fringes



A2

The Modern Saddle
Style 3 



A2

The Modern Saddle
Style 3



A2

The Modern Saddle
Style 4



A2

The Modern Saddle
Style 4



A2

The Modern Saddle
Style 5



A2

The Modern Saddle
Style 5




